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2012-2-17 upload and download attachments at 10:45 (90 KB) Air Jordan 6 custom version can be described as an endless stream.
We have seen before the shoes custom C2 brings a new design of the Air Jordan 6 bright red "Porsche 911" new for us, this time we
come to appreciate another version of the Air Jordan 6 Porsche 911 Agate Metallic Silver new. This design is inspired by the classic
Porsche 911 models and color. Bright silver metal covered in leather shoes, collocation red suede shoes and black tongue lining
decoration, big bottom end metal under the bright on the crystal color. The concern is followed by the Porsche label also joined the
trapeze signs and two golden, as if the car exhaust vent tube. Quite creative and flashy.
Nike Air Force 1 with its classic shoe model, attracted many designers of shoes for it fascinated, creating a pair of shoes to make
the hearts of new heart color matching shoes. We look at the gorgeous colors and maybe need a different taste to enjoy them. At this
time, we see this Nike Air Force 1 'Jewel Swoosh' with its unique shape, perhaps a lot of fans like the alternative feel of the heart. The
exposure of the two Nike Air Force 1 shoes are still gray and red high quality leather material as the main body, the white midsole to
take the same color of the outsole, it looks quite ordinary. But look closely at the shoes, Swoosh, and you'll have a different feeling.
This is a member of Nike Air Force 1 Classic "hooks" series, with its unique transparent plastic small mosaic woosh shoe body,
absolutely let you in many wearing AF1 friends, become become an independent school. It is expected to go on sale next fall, and our
favorite friends can keep a close eye on our follow-up reports.
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